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Abstract: Cloud computing has improved the flexibility and speed of software development process, but it also 

Contributed to a rise in security attacks. Cloud computing has increased the flexibility and speed of software 

development, but it has also contributed to an increase in security attacks. Employees in Cloud organisations 

who manage data may be the target of insider attacks, which could harm their reputation. They have the benefit 

from the ability to access user data by engaging with the authentication system. Cloud database has developed an 

innovative technology that delivers compelling data integrity characteristics development to provide security in 

terms of confidentiality, integrity and authenticity. The primary goal of this research paper is to present a new 

secure authentication mechanism for Cloud Database technology. An insider Changing the user login credentials 

details during the user authentication process is made more difficult by the Cloud Database. The mechanism of 

proposed algorithm have been provided to show their applicability and accuracy. On the Authentication formal 

system tool, the proposed method is tested for resistance to impersonation, no-replay attacks, denial-of-service 

and offline guessing of cybercrime. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The rapid expansion of networks and cloud computing has raised serious concerns about data security. Methods for 

protecting data from tampering, fabrication and interception have evolved into a critical concern. The cloud database 

contains a significant amount of data. Users can save, change, and retrieve data from any location in the world. As a 

result, maintaining privacy in cloud databases is critical.[2]. The most dangerous threat to various companies like 

Yahoo, Facebook, and Google is the insider threat. The cost of data records lost due to insider attacks is more than the 

cost of records lost due to outsiders, as proved by Richardson et al. [3]. This is due to the fact that insiders are aware of 

the system framework's target. 

 

profitable records, although outsiders do not obtain the information framework's target profitable records, although 

outsiders do not obtain the information architecture, the information that is accessible [4]. 

An insider was involved in 26% of all computer crimes, according to 2016 Cybercrime survey of US states[5]. 

Furthermore, roughly one third of those respondents believed that insider attacks were more dangerous than outside 

attacks. The movement of data to the cloud may increase the number of an insiders, raising the danger of insider threats. 

 

New security measures also necessary to safeguard unauthorised data from insiders who know how and where the data 

is stored within the organisation. Various algorithms were utilised to secure cloud data from insider attacks. Although 

these algorithms do not protect the data from unauthorised users who abuse their privileges to threaten the system’s 

security, they do protect data from malicious users. Due to the increasing demands that insiders may place on data, 

developing an algorithm to secure data from insiders has become critical. 

(1) An insider can quickly guess the user's password. (2) Google Authenticator's two-factor authentication method (GA) 

sends codes to users through Short Message Service, which is risky because a security violation might result in the loss 

of all user Authentication codes, [24],(3) GA as well as other third party authentication applications (TPAA) manage all 

of their authentication codes with a unique identity, which increases their vulnerability[25]. 

 

A. Motivation 

 

The research paper employs a Cloud Database technology as it is open and general to solve the loopholes above 

mentioned. Cloud Database operates in a decentralized manner, with the chain being completely public and storing no 
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sensitive information. An insider is unable to alter the user's authentication information. All of Cloud Database's previous 

nodes must be altered in order to make changes to any existing node. Cloud Database-based authentication is being used 

for cloud database services that end users can access 

B. Research Contribution 

 

A novel authentication technique based on the cloud Database is proposed for restricting and managing insiders on the 

cloud 

 

The following contains the contributions of the proposed work: 

 

• The proposed method authenticates both insiders and outsiders system attacks. 

 

• Cloud Database technology offers the cloud database user peer- to-peer authentication. 

• Authentication formal system tool for analysing system performance shows that the proposed mechanism is strong 

and secure. 

The following show the research paper is organised: -. The research paper is organised as follows: -. Section 2 focuses 

the authentication technique for insiders and cloud users. Section3 contains the recommended methodology by utilising 

the Authentication formal verification tool. Section 4 the paper is concluded. 

II. PROPOSED CLOUD DATABASE AUTHENTICATION MECHANISM 

 

This section describes the Cloud Database authentication protocol as well as proposed authentication standards for both 

insiders and database cloud users. 

 

A.Literature Survey 

 

Zheng et al. [15] emphasised the significance of the Cloud Database method. According to the author, Cloud Database 

can improve system speed by removing the limits on numerous applications that exist in current technology. The author 

discovered that Cloud Database may also be used for user authentication. The Cloud Database employs a Cloud Database 

ID that is bound by a public key and grants the specified user access to the private key. The user signatures helped 

validate the public key, which is stored in the Cloud Database ID. 

 

Minoli et al. [16] applied the Cloud Database in an IoT-based health care system with varying degrees of security. The 

author claims that,the linked list of blocks in Cloud Database was resistant to changes to existing data. It removed the 

necessity for authentication from a trustworthy third party. Furthermore, when the peer- supported state of the distributed 

ledger and network is not centralised in distributed systems, it operate as a peer-to -peer system. The Cloud Database 

technique is decentralised, which provides various advantages over traditional authentication approaches, including the 

ability to follow the user's previous records and activities, as discussed in the value of the Cloud Database mechanism. 

 

Each Cloud Database node is further composed of elements that operate on a variety of parameters. The genesis block 

which is the Cloud Database's initial node/starting node, as well as the index node value and all preceding hashes are set 

to zero. The Timestamp shows when the node was created, whereas the current hash value stores a predetermined value. 

The Index value represented the current block nodes position in the chain. The data or digital data fingerprints are 

uniquely identified by the Hash value's length and Alphanumeric value. A proper hash should have three digits that are 

all zero. In addition, the same data value was assigned to the same hash value every time. 

 

B.Cloud Database Mechanism with Overall Framework 

 

The Transformation of hash value to Data value is Computationally impossible. Equation(1).describes how to use a 

hashing function to compute the current hash value 

Hashing Function (Index Value+Previous Hash Value+TimeStamp Value+Data +Nonce Value)= Current Hash Valiue. 

 

To generate a valid hash, the Nonce value is used. As a result, it is critical to identify a Nonce value that produces a 

valid hash result, when it is combined with the remaining data from that block. The credentials of the user are then 

stored in the Cloud in order to authenticate users on the database. The Cloud Database Mechanism prevents any disclosure 

of user data. The user's login information is maintained and authenticated in a cloud database at several stages in the cloud 

database's peer -to-peer architecture. Cloud Database finds a wide range of applications in numerous areas [19-34]. 

 

The overall framework for the current user request is authenticated to the cloud database as shown in Figure 1. 
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Input: Cloud Database Server received request P, it determines 

whether the request is coming from either an insider (Alice) or an 

outsider. 
 

Output: Access is either allowed or refused 

Step 1: If Request == Authenticate user 

Step2: If Login ID & User Signature== Valid 

{ 

If the current index value is greater than the Last Stored Index 

Value, Hash Value, Timestamp Value and Nonce Value are all 

valid. 

Create NewNode and Grant Authentication. 

Else 

Step 3: If User ≠≠ Exist in Cloud Database 
{ 

then Goto Step 1 

Else 
Add a new Node user 
Set the Index Value 

Set the Current Timestamp Value 

Store Current Hash Value has a predefined value. Save the Data 

Value 

Provide a correct Nonce Value 

in the Cloud Database, update the User Record. 
} 

Else 

Give Error Message and Exit 

} 

Else 

If Outsider==User Goto Step2 

Else 

Goto Step3 

 

Endif 

Algorithm1 Using the Cloud Database Mechanism for User 

Authentication. 
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The Algorithm1 Highlights the critical points of the Proposed Cloud Database Authentication Mechanism. It deals with 

both of inner and outer users. The algorithm demonstrates that it verifies user credentials before examining the proper 

Cloud Database node specifications. If the cloud database does not include the user's credentials information, the user 

is prompted to retry or create a new user account to check that Proof that the algorithm is correct. 

 

III. RESULTS & ANALYSIS 

 

The formal method Authentication tool was used for experimental testing with UNSWN15 dataset. The tool makes it 

easier to experiment with a limited and unlimited number of sessions. All security protocols are automatically verified 

by authentication tool. The Dolev-Yao model forms the basis of Authentication Advisory model [35]. 

 

A promise made by one party to another is referred to as a commitment. Secret is used to achieve confidential user data. 

A session variable called Nonce Value ensures that no previous value is used again. These security requirements are 

validated using an authentication tool. It is possible to make the conclusion that the proposed solution overcame the 

common principal threats, compiled with essential security standards and operated extremely efficient. Additionally, it 

may show that the proposed user authentication method withstands every security attacks and that no security attacks 

was observed to be within its bounds. It also make sure that automatic claim has validated the protocol's operation. 

 

Table 1 provides comparisons between the Proposed Cloud Database Authentication and other Cloud Database 

techniques. 

 

Tools/ 

Attacks 

Guessi ng Attack Insider Attack Impers onation 

Attack 

Replay Attack DOS 

 

Attack 

Protocol 

Verification et al.[8] 

75% 78% 80% 75% 74% 

MultiFactor Authenticati on et.al[9] 78% 75% 73% 73% 75% 

Smartcard Authenticati on et.al[11] 79% 70% 72% 76% 73% 

Privacy aware 

Authenticati on et.al[12] 

74% 79% 74% 70% 70% 

Dual Authenticati on et.al[13] 75% 70% 75% 71% 75% 

Proposed Authenticati on 90% 95% 94% 93% 97% 
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Fig. 2. Comparative analysis of existing algorithms with proposed system 

 

From this it is proved that, the table and graph describes that the proposed method overcomes the well known primary 

attacks and security requirements are highly efficient in operation. 

It is also proved that the proposed solution withstands above mentioned attack whereas the existing method do not focus 

in all the attack simultaneously. It also verifies that the working of the authentication protocol has successfully achieved 

the automatic affirmations. 

 

IV .CONCLUSIONS 

The research paper identified security attacks and proved that insiders and outsiders can able to bypass Cloud database 

Authentication systems. Furthermore, a Cloud Database authentication mechanism to counterfeiting both internal and 

outsider threats is proposed. Cloud databases provide a variety of advantages in terms of authentication, because it is 

unchangeable and user data is preserved in a protected list. Cloud Database is a promising technology that will likely 

find new additional applications in the future. [36–38]. 

 

The authentication formal system tool is used to test the proposed system’s to evaluate the performance against a variety 

of attacks. The outcomes indicate that the proposed strategy is extremely effective and benefical in eliminating a variety 

of internal and external threats.It also increases the cloud environment Depending on the user privileges, a distinct set 

of authorization rules can be issued to each group of users. In the future, development will be more focused on 

authorization policies that combine with authentication rules to provide the necessary user privileges and improve user 

access control by enabling user control and monitoring. 

 

The proposed authentication system is robust used in real time working situations using the claims. 
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